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INTRODUCTION 
Social media and OSN creates a platform for the users from 
different walks of life to get connected on a single platform to 
share they views, comments and social life such as feelings and 
updates. This platform connects the people on friend list via 
friend recommendations for the profile. The profile of an 
individual shall consist of private and public information’s 
such as posts and personal information. Currently OSN insist 
the existing members to recommend the new members the 
friends under the scheme of friends of friend (FoF). A several 
social media related work has been proposed [1, 2] which spot 
lights on the appeal of social relationships and status on the 
upcoming post under sentimental analysis and emotional 
analysis. A huge bigdata approach has been highlighted for the 
OSN data, as the data collected per hour roughly various from 
2.3 TeraBytes to 2.5 TeraBytes. Hence we can easily append Big 
Data techniques on data analysis and mining. This approach 
makes the network unprotected and slow. 

The major threat to OSN is identity misusing and Spoofing 
of one’s personal data under cyber malfunction. Today we use 
OSN for more than buzzing out updates and post. These 
include personal message sharing under friend circle, group 
chat for a team of client and a common likes on similar page of 
an untrusted profile.  
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Considerably, the social media has covered the entire urban 
and metropolitan areas with its network for large data and user 
connectivity. In general a network of a small area consists of 
1500 and more profiles with unique ids. This research has 
made the entire research community understand the 
importance of OSN and its data mining asset. 

The motivation of this paper is to achieve a better 
performing scheme on OSN under a untrusted private Big Data 
environment for initial friend recommendations to hyper 
active and false friend profile bonding. 

This paper is organized with an Introduction on an OSN in 
section I and followed by a comparative review research in 
Section II and is concluded with a summary in Section III. This 
review is solely for M.Tech thesis and claims no right on data 
and statistics neither shared under the subject nor claim any 
copyrights for the same. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEWS 
As discussed from the section I, the OSN has a wide user 
network with multiplying big data. This has made the 
researches propose many schemes for data hiding, privacy 
preserving and cybercrime reduction.  Hence to start with we 
shall discuss privacy issues in the OSN. 
 
1. OSN v/s Privacy 
Many approaches has been claimed to showcase the privacy 
preserving issues on an OSN as it is forging the user attributes 
and ID’s for fake profile creation. In this Fog et al [3][4] has 
disused a remedy under a game theory terminology. This is to 
model the privacy management of a shared data which has 
single hop connection under FoF scheme. This acts as a thread 
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under the interference of user profile based on social 
relationships, which is considered a very intense attack on 
identifying a real identity of a user under a positive attribute 
set. Apart from this, a thread on malfunctioning of an 
individual account shall also be considered. 
 
2. Friend Recommendation Scheme 
Consider AA and BB are two independent users sharing a 
common bond of friendship with CC. accordingly the 
attributes of each user matches with an personal relationship 
status such as joining same intermediate school or an 
graduated fellows from a YY university.[6, 5] 
 Apparently, in a modern era intelligent OSN, an auto 
recommendation is been given to AA and CC to add BB among 
they friend circle as the attributes matches with the user. This 
FoF scheme is appended as it generally specifies the ratio of 
connectivity instead of trust and privacy management. [5] 
 
3. Trust Based Friendship Recommendation Scheme 
A TBFR Scheme deals with assigning a higher priority values 
for a close friend circle to make the communication proactive 
and protected. This scheme involves in assigning Multi Hop 
function on a level L= [H, €] where H is the Hop ratio of trust 
and € denotes the friend domain of trusted attribute sets. This 
scheme is preferred with a comparative of other scheme 
under an unprotected network from  [8][9] as to achieve a 
higher reacting performance rate. 
 
4. Privacy Preserving Anonymous Communication Scheme 
Under OSN an occasional chat is preferred among the users 
sharing a particular attributes but no bond of friendship. In 
such an occasion an area confidently is been assigned on the 
trust connection of a recommended or a mutual friend as 
shown in Figure 1. This includes bonding ratio of OSN with 
PPAC Scheme.  
 
Trust Based Friend Recommendation Scheme 
As discussed in the previous sections of this paper, five various 
schemes and its attributes for OSN has been discussed. In this 

section, TBFR Scheme is discussed from the concern of future 
enhancement and development.  

This scheme consists of two protocols, Secure Social 
Coordinates matching and trusted friend recommendation 
process. Under SSC matching we append KNN algorithm to 
assign the trusted and safe coordinates in the system for secure 
connection establishment and management. With this a 
generic non-isolated and a mutually depended quadrants has 
been identified. The second protocol, i.e., fetching friend 
recommendation has to be initiated as to achieve a mutual 
coordinates upon whom a trusted algorithm can be supported. 
 
CONCLUSION 
From the brief survey on Online Friend Recommendation 
Schemes and the affecting parameters here I perform a 
comparative analysis on how TBFR scheme has a positive 
impact upon the FoF and PPAC scheme. The major objective 
of this paper was to perform a brief survey on these techniques 
to highlight the agenda of work progress and move ahead on 
the major thesis contribution of M.Tech. 
 According to my survey, TBFR scheme has a higher reliability 
factor with an increased trusted margin in OSN. From the initial 
parameters of fetching an attribute to the extreme parameter of 
analyzing a mutual and trusted bounded friend to establish a 
secure communication between two unbounded users makes 
TBFR a remarkable and potential scheme in social media and 
data management under trusted domain. 
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